This paper discusses the possible establishment of a peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh Republic. The question of deploying a peacekeeping operation in Nagorno-Karabakh is discussed in the framework of the peace process. Although the mandate to deploy a peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh was issued by CSCE in 1994, the latter has no peacekeeping practice to be examined so far. For the same reason, it is quite possible that the peacekeeping mission will be deployed in Nagorno-Karabakh by another organization, including the UN. Hence, we discuss the arguments pro and contra to a peacekeeping operation in Nagorno-Karabakh based on the practice of the United Nations, and afterwards we present the alternative option – the mechanism of investigating the ceasefire violations, which is also promoted by the Co-Chairs.

The possibility of deploying a CSCE (OSCE) peacekeeping mission is mentioned in the CSCE Budapest document adopted in December 1994. Moreover, the peacekeeping operation is included in the Basic Principles which are currently on the negotiation table of the talks between Armenia and Azerbaijan mediated by the OSCE Minsk Group Co-Chairs. As an international security guarantee, a peacekeeping operation is also mentioned in the 2009 Joint statement by the presidents of the OSCE Minsk Group Co-Chair countries, and reaffirmed in the subsequent statements. Both Armenia and Azerbaijan have repeatedly stated their consent to continue the negotiations based on the suggested Basic Principles. To design the mission, a High-Level Planning Group (HLPG) was formed. However, no peacekeeping mission was formed then, and the issue became a part of the negotiations mediated by the OSCE Minsk Group (MG) Co-Chairs.

As an international security guarantee, the peacekeeping operations are mentioned in the 2009 L’Aquila statement of the Presidents of the OSCE MG Co-Chair countries. The statement presented six of the Basic Principles suggested by the mediators for the peaceful regulation in Artsakh, and in later statements the Basic Principles are repeatedly confirmed by the Presidents. Both
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2. OSCE, High-Level Planning Group http://www.osce.org/HLPG
Armenia and Azerbaijan have made statements expressing consent to carry on the negotiations based on the Basic Principles.

The main argument for the establishment of a peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh is its possible contribution to the reduction of incidents on the Line of Contact. Nagorno-Karabakh does not count on a foreign contingent to protect their security. Deploying a peacekeeping mission is a temporary measure, and the Armenian states will have to keep the army ready to prevent Azerbaijani aggression no matter how many peacekeepers are deployed. Moreover, Azerbaijan’s military expenditure has ensured high militarization of the region for a long time ahead. Hence, calm borders and fewer casualties are the best assistance we can expect from the peacekeepers, even if they are unarmed.

In some cases some buffer zones or demilitarized zones are also established by the conflict parties and observed by the peacekeepers. Moreover, near the borders between Israel and Egypt (UNEF II), Israel and Syria (UNDOF), Iran and Iraq (UNIMOG) zones of limited armament were also established together with the demilitarized zones. All these measures make it harder to violate the ceasefire unintentionally. If a violation occurs, the peacekeepers inspect the incident, call the relevant authorities to take appropriate measures to prevent the repetition of such incidents and follow the measures taken by them. Conflict parties are not obliged to take steps suggested by the peacekeepers. However, the peacekeepers can issue reports to the UN or to the media, which may result in negative reaction by the international community. In this respect, Peacekeeping is also a PR measure, and the host governments should be well prepared to make the best use of the observations made by the peacekeepers for their public diplomacy. Another useful practice of the peacekeeping is establishing truce commissions with the conflict parties. Four such commissions were established in the Middle East with Israel and each of its neighbors –

5 E.g. the peacekeepers serving in UNOMIL, UNIKOM, ONUCA, UNOMSI, UNPROFOR, UNOSOM I were unarmed.
6 During the Cold war Buffer zones or demilitarized zones were established on the borders of Israel with different neighboring states (UNTSO, UNEF I, UNDOF, UNIFIL, UNEF II), the border between Yemen and Saudi Arabia (UNYOM), along the zone dividing Cyprus (UNFICYP), the Iran-Iraqi border (UNIMOG). Afterwards such zones were also established between Iraq and Kuwait (UNIKOM), in Western Sahara (MINURSO), on the border between Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE, etc.
Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria. The commissions were chaired by the head of UNTSO9. Similar truce commissions were established by the ceasefires in India-Pakistan10, (UNMOGIP), Mozambique11 (ONUMOZ), Liberia12 (UNOMIL) and Tajikistan13 (UNMOT).

In Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh, however, the public opinion towards the deployment of the peacekeepers is generally negative14. First, there is a lack of trust towards the effectiveness of a peacekeeping mission as a security guarantee, and often the Armenian authors bring the example of the peacekeepers’ failure in the Balkans15. Moreover, in 2009 Matthew Bryza, the U.S. Co-Chair to the OSCE Minsk Group noted the peacekeeping operations in Kosovo and Bosnia as an example of the peacekeepers’ inability to prevent the conflict “if one party or the other is determined to go on war”16. Therefore, according to the former U.S. MG Co-Chair, the mediators were promoting the deployment of observers in Nagorno-Karabakh17.

Second, there are also concerns about the possible dangers of involving the peacekeepers from some states and international organizations, because of the existing clash of interests in the region18. Most probably, these contradictions
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15 Ibid.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid. see also Peacekeepers will intensify woes in Karabakh: Iran envoy, 21 February 2013 at [http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/02/21/290060/iran-opposed-to-karabakh-peacekeepers/](http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/02/21/290060/iran-opposed-to-karabakh-peacekeepers/); Iran Opposes Any U.S. Peacekeeping Role For Karabakh, 24 June 2010, at [http://www.rferl.org/content/Iran_Against_Any_US_Peacekeeping_Role_For_Karabakh/2081078.html](http://www.rferl.org/content/Iran_Against_Any_US_Peacekeeping_Role_For_Karabakh/2081078.html).
caused the failure of forming the mandated OSCE peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh, which was actively worked on by the HLPG since 1995\textsuperscript{19}.

In addition to the arguments already voiced by other authors, we suggest some more negative factors for the deployment of a peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh.

The UN missions established in 1990s were usually less effective, i.e. they are considered to have less authority and force than it was needed to address the challenges they faced. In contrast, most UN missions established in 2000s are granted with large authority based on the Chapter VII of the UN Charter\textsuperscript{20}. This does not necessarily mean something wrong, but this creates a feasible threat of self-will and partial activities by the peacekeepers.

Moreover, there is no necessity in Nagorno-Karabakh Republic for the involvement of peacekeepers in the internal issues like the public order, human rights protection, or the return of the refugees. Obviously, Nagorno-Karabakh would not consent to the establishment of a temporary international administration as well\textsuperscript{21}.

Nagorno-Karabakh may only need one function: observing the Line of Contact, but this is an outdated function for the modern peacekeepers.

Even if a peacekeeping mission is established with some limited functions, its mandate can be enlarged by the Security Council\textsuperscript{22} or replaced by a new mission\textsuperscript{23}. Certainly, such replacements do not occur without serious changes in the countries with the deployed missions. However, we must bear in mind that Azerbaijan does its best to keep the situation unstable on the Line of Contact with Nagorno-Karabakh Republic. Hence, Azerbaijan’s future provocations may force the Security Council to take more measures for the stability in Nagorno-Karabakh with all the available tools.

Based on these arguments, we consider a classic peacekeeping operation useful but potentially dangerous. Then what would be the best option – to agree or not to agree to the deployment of such a force? In our opinion, the best


\textsuperscript{20} E.g. UNMIK, UNAMSIL, UNTAET, MONUC, UNMEE, UNMIS, UNMISET, UNMIH, MINUSTAH, ONUB.

\textsuperscript{21} Based on the study of the 60 UN peacekeeping missions established in 1948-2005, we have outlined the following functions that are being carried out by the UN peacekeepers: 1. Observing the implication of the agreements, 2. Observing separation lines, 3. Preventing external intervention, 4. Disarmament, 5. Protecting the civilian population, 6. Observing or organizing votes, 7. Observing the activities of state bodies, 8. Preserving law and order, 9. Transitional administration, 10. Reforms and development programs, 11. Humanitarian assistance, 12. Supporting the return of the refugees.


\textsuperscript{23} E.g. the peacekeeping missions in Angola, Sudan, former Yugoslavia, Abkhazia, Cambodia, Haiti, Liberia etc.
option is an alternative one – to form a mechanism for the investigation of the ceasefire violations. Armenia, Nagorno-Karabakh, and Azerbaijan have agreed to the formation of such a mechanism in December 1995 but it was never realized. During the presidency of Dmitry Medvedev the issue of confidence-building and the formation of an investigation mechanism was brought back on the negotiation table in the high-level meetings hosted by Russia. Armenia was willing to have such a mechanism established, but this initiative was also undermined by Azerbaijan.

On the other hand, Azerbaijan’s recent provocations on the Line of Contact with Nagorno-Karabakh and the border with Armenia made the Co-chairs to react with statements. It is quite interesting that the Russian reaction inter alia called for the establishment of the investigation mechanism envisaged in the 4 December 1995 agreement.

We see the investigation mechanism as something in between the existing OSCE field mission in Nagorno-Karabakh and a classic peacekeeping operation with a truce commission. The main characteristic for such a mechanism should be transparency and swiftness. This mechanism would not need the deployment of military contingents. It should include rapid reaction groups of observers, which would be able to reach the locations where a breach of the ceasefire is reported and track the situation on the hot spot. Currently Azerbaijani forces intentionally violate the ceasefire all the time. However, if these violations are properly recorded and reported by the observers, Azerbaijan would be deterred by the risk of becoming a proved aggressor state with all its consequences. Again, the more efficient the Armenian public diplomacy is, the more attention will be brought on Azerbaijan’s militant policy.

The positive and negative aspects of the deployment of a peacekeeping mission in Nagorno-Karabakh bring us to the conclusion that the establishment of a mechanism for the investigation of the ceasefire violation is a better option for Nagorno-Karabakh. Such a mechanism would not bring the risks of a peacekeeping force, but would contribute to the decrease of incidents. Meanwhile Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh should ensure their security without relying on the international forces, as they have been doing until now, and strengthen their public diplomacy in order to bring as much attention to Azerbaijan’s militant policy as possible.

\[24\] Vladimir Kazimirov, Mir Karabakh (2009), pp. 349-351.
Вопрос о развертывании миротворческой операции в Нагорном Карабахе в настоящее время обсуждается в рамках мирного процесса. Хотя и мандат миротворческой миссии в Нагорном Карабахе был принят СБСЕ в 1994 году, однако последний до сих пор не имеет миротворческой практики, которую можно было бы изучить. По той же причине вполне возможно, что в Нагорном Карабахе миротворческая миссия будет развернута иной организацией, в том числе ООН. Исследование проблемы в контексте аргументов за и против миротворческой операции в НКР на основе практики ООН приводит к заключению о преимуществе альтернативного варианта – механизма расследования нарушений режима прекращения огня, который также поддерживается сопредседателями.